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With neutral color palettes, this kitchen has a subtle elegance as well as a cutting edge and sleek dynamic. The combination of the backlit stone and white counter tops makes it classic yet contemporary.
A pop of color in the bold artwork and the staggered pendant light fixture create an architecturally
pleasing, bright kitchen. Zero clutter on the countertops allows the stunning mix of materials shine,
creating kitchen design that blends style and function in a cutting-edge yet inviting space. The
counter-height island creates a breakfast bar with comfy swivel leather barstools enhancing the bar
off the kitchen. The bar is in an automotive finish of metallic brown, with a built-in wine cooler and
topped with the backlit counter top in the same stone as the hood wall.

Kitchen Cabinetry Allied Kitchen and Bath
Art work McPherin Gallery
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The open space of this residence is highlighted
with custom, wall-mounted cabinetry. The tailored TV wall panel details a finished look,
generating a space that is both casual and formal in its design.

The windows throughout are covered with planation shutters, and are dressed in designated
areas with a dual drapery treatment of opaque
and sheer fabrics to control the amount of light
let into the space.
This elegant and custom designed fireplace is
made of stone tiles imported from Italy, with
strategic lighting to create an intimate mood
with fireside seating for two. The fire screen is
framed in polished stainless steel adorned with
Swarovski crystals.

We needed to design a dining area for practicality while still incorporating
formality. The table is an African wood, stained and coated in polyurethane,
with a glass top for easy cleaning and maintenance.

Chairs are upholstered in a chenille fabric for comfort and durability. Fixture
is Murano crystal and adds the touch of traditional formality that this client
enjoys.

Tub surround to update existing bathtub and a custom
vanity with his and her sinks.

Salacious art work by the Kevin McPherin Gallery. The
vanity is finished in white high gloss template with a grey
and white marble, and is adorned with polished nickel
hardware imported from Italy. The back wall of the powder room is finished in Italian-imported tile. A Swarovski
ceiling mount fixture and wall sconces give this windowless bathroom two modes of lighting on separate switches.

This master bedroom is grand in style, yet warm and cozy. A
Swarovski crystal chandelier above a custom designed bed upholstered in brushed velvet conveys a lush and elegant style.

Furniture is custom made, including the night stands and dresser,
finished in automotive graphite with custom designed wood stained
handles. The drapery treatment is organza over an opaque light
blocking fabric. The chair is an Italian import, finished in silver
leaf with COM fabric.
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